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THE PROBLEM OF KNOWLEDGE IN RULE-OF-LAW PROMOTION, above all the basic question of whether
Western rule-of-law aid programs are on the right track to help build the rule of law in recipient
countries, is especially acute in the Arab world. Arab states generally share two features that render
external rule-of-law aid particularly diﬃcult—long-standing nondemocratic governments, and
legal systems that graft Ottoman, European, and contemporary sources onto Islamic norms. We
cannot presume that U.S. common-law practitioners can build the rule of law by transporting or
transplanting their technocratic techniques into such diﬀerent legal soil. Indeed, the very idea that
people in Arab societies would be receptive to American guidance in legal reform is dubious in the
current climate of broad, popular mistrust of the United States.
Thus, expectations must be low for the prospects for U.S. law specialists to improve the rule of
law for Arabs. Nonetheless, the desire of many Arabs for more predictable, responsive, and fair laws
is indisputable, a desire that is growing as pressure for liberalizing political change in the region
mounts. The 2004 Arab Human Development Report is only the latest and most prominent statement
by Arabs of the central importance of the rule of law to social improvement. Moreover, although
U.S. rule-of-law aid to Arab countries during the last decade was a rather modest endeavor, receiving
little backing from senior U.S. oﬃcials, rule-of-law reform is now a subject of much greater attention
and funding, as part of the George W. Bush administration’s broader push for democratic change
in the region. Therefore, this is a propitious time to examine how the United States can work to
enhance the rule of law in ways that are useful to Arabs.
U.S. rule-of-law advisors face a daunting impediment right from the start: widespread, twofold
Arab skepticism about the United States as the messenger for the rule of law in the Middle East.
Many Arabs believe that U.S. policy makers neither know nor care to know basic aspects of law,
politics, and society in Arab countries. And there is an even stronger and equally widespread
perception that the United States does not in fact practice what it preaches about the rule of law in
its own policies, particularly those in the Middle East.
As a result, however well-intentioned, U.S. eﬀorts to export ideas and techniques about the
rule of law to Arabs are likely to be handicapped unless and until the United States is seen as less
hypocritical in its own embrace of the rule of law at home and abroad. Even should this change,
U.S. rule-of-law development programs as currently conﬁgured will be problematic for two reasons.
First, the typical emphasis of these programs on the performance of courts rests on the questionable
assumption that judicial reform is central to bolstering the rule of law more generally, despite the
fact that a broad social understanding of legal rights and respect for law’s authority is not necessarily
achieved by improving the eﬃciency of courts. Second, the rule of law in Arab states cannot be
decoupled readily from its general authoritarian political context. Programs that aim to improve
the rule of law without taking account of the possibility that increasing legal eﬃciency will merely
heighten political centralization will do little to foster democratization.
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With these basic points in mind, after looking brieﬂy at several key tensions within the concept
of the rule of law itself, I examine in this paper how conceptions of law are similar and diﬀerent
in the United States and in Arab societies. I then analyze the approaches of U.S.-based rule-of-law
programs in the Middle East to assess their prospects and problems for contributing to actual Arab
legal and political reform. I conclude by recommending areas that hold the best hope for U.S.-based
rule-of-law work in Arab contexts—areas that have the potential to decrease the gap between the
concept’s ideal and reality in the subordination of government elites to laws.

WHAT IS THE RULE OF LAW?
The rule of law often appears as a vague or undeﬁned idea in both general speech and technical
policy documents. As one scholar put it, “the rule of law thus stands in the peculiar state of being
the preeminent legitimizing ideal in the world today, without agreement on precisely what it
means.”1 The concept generally refers to two diﬀerent things. On the one hand, it stands for the
ideal that legal norms should prevail over personal political authority, or, as often formulated, a
government of laws, not men. On the other hand, it can describe a speciﬁc set or constellation of
functioning legal institutions.
When used to denote an ideal, the term rule of law is often deployed in diverse and imprecise
ways.2 Nevertheless, these uses typically assume a separation between a society’s politics and law.3
Speciﬁcally, the rule of law is meant to protect people from political anarchy and arbitrariness. It
suggests a promise that legal supremacy, stability, and accountability will prevail over leaders’ caprices.
Yet, the ideal embodies a tension between the importance of law in providing order, and the
promise of law to guarantee citizens’ rights, justice, and equality. Despite the ideal that laws will
stand above the self-interested actions of speciﬁc people, the reality is that the drafters, executors,
or interpreters of law can ﬂout this ideal unless meaningful accountability, popular awareness, and
transparency exist in the political system. In other words, the rule of law can bolster democracy or it
can slide into rule by law and reinforce strong-handed political control.
Indeed, one vein of recent social scientiﬁc scholarship on the rule of law insists that the ideal
is unrealizable and that the concept is inseparable from speciﬁc political practices.4 This is in line
with the way in which lawyers and development specialists often use the term, as shorthand for
well-functioning courts and other legal institutions. Ideas about implementing the rule of law in
non-Western countries focus on the dimension of institutional reform, especially of courts, with little
overt rationalization as to how or even whether such reform connects to the ideal. In Arab countries,
U.S. rule-of-law aid has primarily followed this line, seeking to promote judicial modernization
through judicial training or other forms of technical assistance for the courts.
Yet how the practices of legal institutions link to the ideal of the rule of law is important for
understanding the context and consequences of institutional reform. When reform eﬀorts are
conﬁned to legal institutional performance with little reference to the issues of broader justice, a
society may be ruled by law without approximating the democratizing dimension of the ideal of the
rule of law.5 For this reason, the most promising general approaches to conceptualizing the rule of
law, such as those put forward by Rachel Belton, tie ideals to practices by developing detailed criteria
for how political and legal systems approximate rule-of-law values in areas such as legal restraints on
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government, neutrality, and popular respect for law and human rights.6 Such criteria can certainly be
applied and evaluated in contemporary Arab contexts.
Yet, there is little empirical research as to how legalist ideals and practices are connected in
speciﬁc Arab societies. Existing work tends to focus on judicial opinions and the function of courts,
rather than whether or how popular understanding of or respect for law may matter to legal and
political systems more generally.7 As insightful and important as this research is, both its sparseness
and lack of speciﬁc argument as to how elite legal functionaries connect to broader social rule-of-law
ideals serve to underscore the problem of knowledge for rule-of-law programs in places like the
Middle East.8 My overview below of the ideal and practice of the rule of law in Arab societies is
meant as a very modest step in the direction of addressing the knowledge problem in a particularly
important speciﬁc current context.

RULE OF LAW IN ARAB AND AMERICAN SETTINGS: POINTS IN COMMON
As in the United States, the rule of law has long been an inﬂuential doctrine in the Arab world.
Indeed, the Islamic and Ottoman socio-legal traditions that contribute to contemporary Arab law
predate the Anglo-American common law by many centuries. Moreover, the Middle Eastern origin
of two of the most renowned, ancient legal codes—the Code of Hammurabi and the Judeo-Christian
Bible—should not be forgotten. Thus, discussion about the potential for U.S. rule-of-law specialists
to bolster the rule of law in Arab states cannot proceed without acknowledgment that the general
concept has deep Middle Eastern roots.
Although Arab legal systems combine a variety of traditions, including Islam, I focus in this
section on common points between Islamic law and U.S. law with regard to the overall idea of the
rule of law. This is sensible in light of several facts. First, Islam has dominated the development
and practice of law in the Arab world from the seventh century until the present. It remains at the
rhetorical and actual center of discussions of law in contemporary Arab states. In particular, many
Arab constitutions clearly endorse traditional Islamic law as the primary source for legislation.9
Second, the dominant current trope of political discourse and opposition in Arab countries at present
is also Islam. Thus, the notion that Islamic law may resemble law in the United States in signiﬁcant
respects has implications for contemporary rule-of-law work. Third, given the above points, Islamic
ideals play the same broad, basic foundational role in Arab legal orders that the combination of
Judeo-Christian values and original constitutional principles do in the United States.
The legal sources and historical patterns of Islamic law are too diverse to allow for simple
description or derivation from the founding documents of the religion, the Quran and the hadith
(sayings attributed to the prophet Mohammed).10 Despite this, it is possible to delineate three
sociopolitical eﬀects of Islam from its seventh-century inception of obvious relevance to the rule of
law and to comparisons with U.S. legal ideas. First is the general understanding of Muslims that
Islamic theory speciﬁcally stressed political accountability by insisting that rulers’ legitimacy was
grounded in their status as defenders of the Islamic faith and its principles, whether this status is
based on descent from the prophet Mohammed’s bloodline or some other distinction. In particular,
rulers were to be judged by qualiﬁed Islamic scholars and Muslims more generally on their record of
executing and enforcing Islamic law.
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To be sure, leaders historically used their military might more frequently to subjugate than to
empower Muslim jurists, although the latter were supposed to determine when Islamic law was being
upheld. In fact, the gradual restriction of the functions of legal promulgation and interpretation
to those jurists who were part of ruling elites in Islamic history is a reﬂection of the very tension
between the ideal of the rule of law as constraining rulers and the ordering tendencies of rule by law
described above. Thus, the subordination of laws to authority stood alongside the ideological link
between law and political legitimacy as a core trend in Islamic history. Because the very purpose
of an Islamic political order is to execute law, the rule of law is an ideal integral to Muslim society;
institutional practice is what has often fallen short.11
A second point of importance for the rule of law is the manner in which concerns about justice
have been centrally and popularly embedded in Islam. Justice as a concept and a discourse is
ubiquitous in the Quran. Moreover, as is true with American legal ideals, Islam’s emphasis on justice
includes signiﬁcant attention to social equity and individual rights. Thus, discussions of many of the
general and speciﬁc issues that frame legal discourse are engrained in the religious identity of a large
majority of the people in Arab societies. The importance of justice within Islam also contributed to
the fact that Islamic jurisprudence never fully developed a concept of natural law. This has meant
that there is no clear theory to ground a completely secular legal order, as natural law helped do over
time in the West.12
A third, if more debatable, point is that Islamic political theory can be read as presupposing two
central tenets that have clear relevance to contemporary Western ideas about the rule of law: ﬁrst,
that despite the ideal that political authority exists for the beneﬁt of Islam, authority in practice will
tend toward absolutism, rather than subordinating itself to communal legitimacy or justice; and
second, that resources autonomous from the state (civil society) are needed to check leaders’ actions.
In essence, a signiﬁcant tendency of classical Islamic legal theory is a distrust of government and
an emphasis on ﬁnding legal ways to constrain authority that would sound quite familiar to many
Americans.13
One scholar argues that Islamic law shares a fourth and crucial feature of Anglo-American
law—it is a common law system. Anthropologist Lawrence Rosen makes a good case for considering
as fundamentally similar American and Islamic laws’ reliance on local courts and local cultural
information as characteristics that distinguish both from the legal centralization of a civil law
system.14 Thus, American and Arab lawyers may share a similar understanding of the importance of
locally based legal processes, among other things.

POINTS IN CONTENTION
I have argued so far that, due to the inﬂuence of Islamic legal ideals and development, the rule of law
exists as a political touchstone in Arab societies in a manner similar to its status in the United States.
Yet particular diﬀerences in the sociopolitical history of the Middle East and North America shape
local understandings and implementation of the rule of law in signiﬁcant ways. An appreciation that
legal systems in the United States and the Middle East may share important features should not carry
with it the assumption that diﬀerences can or should be minimized.
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Prime among these diﬀerences—and an important if sometimes overstated source of many
contemporary Arabs’ concerns about Western countries’ politics—is the multifaceted impact of
Ottoman and European colonial domination. The impact of foreign great power rule on the rule of
law in the Middle East and North Africa was threefold. First, it led to a patchwork of legal orders
in a given society, rather than the relatively long-standing growth of a unitary national legal system
such as occurred in the United States. Second, it set up an authoritarian norm that law would in fact
be subordinated to imperial political power. And, third, it fostered a tendency for constitutions to
exist without a signiﬁcant history of judicial interpretation. In some states, such as Morocco, this led
to frequent postcolonial redrafts of the constitution to reﬂect changes in the power or preoccupations
of political authority, in contrast with the U.S. norm of a single basic constitutional document that
can only be modiﬁed with diﬃculty.
The legal system of every contemporary Arab nation is a unique mixture of Islamic, Ottoman,
European, and postindependence laws.15 To be sure, a number of territories escaped direct foreign
domination, most notably in the Persian Gulf. Yet even in these places, Western legal ideas and
practices have supplemented indigenous combinations of Islamic and customary law. The mélange
of legal sources in most Arab societies does not in itself preclude legal clarity or checks on authority.
However, along with the lapses in territorial and ethnic logic that European colonial powers
frequently employed in setting borders for many of the contemporary nations of the Middle East,
the lack of legal systemic unity in Arab states has two consequences for recent U.S.-fostered eﬀorts to
enhance the rule of law.16 It means that the jurisprudential reference points of lawyers in the United
States are not likely to be of direct use to Arab societies. And it has contributed to political situations
in which postcolonial Arab leaders have had many incentives to centralize their authority and no real
legal impediments to doing so.
This second point is even more obviously related to the primary legacy of colonialism in the
Middle East—an emphasis on control backed by force that was not meant primarily to serve the
best interests of indigenous citizens. The political example that socialized Arab nationalist elites was
the colonial regimes’ resort to invented political forms like mandates and protectorates to conceal
their exercise of raw power. Legal norms and institutions existed under colonialism in which the
contradictions between stated and true purposes were readily apparent.
At the same time, these norms and institutions were somewhat successful at centralizing political
and economic administration. However much Arab nationalists rebelled against colonial rule, they
also learned that the lofty promises of colonial political ideas were generally subservient, or even in
direct contrast, to the reality of police control. It is small wonder, facing severe economic and other
challenges, that these nationalists built on, instead of dismantled, the legacies of authoritarian rule
that they inherited.
To be sure, the ideal of the rule of law will often be at odds with the centralizing tendency of
governments. I argue that Arab states in the Middle East in general had an especially wide gap
between the ideal and the reality because of the combination of the relative lack of autonomous
precolonial uniﬁed legal order in these states and the particular repressive nature of colonial
governments. More subtly, I am suggesting that the level of discontinuity between the rational,
legalistic values preached by European administrators and their practice of resource extraction and
police rule tainted the very ideal of the rule of law in a way that is unlikely to resonate with the
socialization of many American lawyers.
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In short, many Arabs view the rule of law in a manner similar to American legal scholars on
the left, as an ideology of political control, not as a check on political abuse. This is important
because it implies that eﬀorts by internal and external reformers to strengthen the rule of law will
not necessarily be associated with political opening within Arab societies. A striking example of
how well-formulated ideas of the rule of law can exist alongside repressive political tendencies is the
publication of a thoughtful tract on the ideal of legalism in Iraq at the very same time that Saddam
Hussein was beginning his ﬁnal consolidation of his particular style of brutal authoritarian rule.17
Despite this authoritarianism, Arab regimes have not lacked deﬁned legal structures. In fact,
most Arab states have basic laws or constitutions. Thus, a third major distinction between Arab
and American political experiences with the rule of law is that Arab constitutions exist and may
matter, but they have had much less of a history of institutionalization and independent judicial
interpretation than has the U.S. Constitution.
This diﬀerence is neither surprising nor unknown to U.S. rule-of-law experts. In fact, given
Arab political centralization, the very existence of constitutions is at least as interesting a political
phenomenon as the dearth of independent judicial interpretative traditions for these documents.18
For my purposes here, however, it is worth underscoring the challenge that the juxtaposition of
constitutions and political regimes with few genuine legal checks poses for building broad social
support, or even judicial competence, for the rule of law.
A fourth diﬀerence of approach to the rule of law between U.S. and Arab societies does not
connect directly to the Middle East’s history of outside great power inﬂuence. It is the relationship
of law and religion. Within the United States, religious pluralism has led to the ideal that law should
facilitate the separation of church and state. However, most Arab societies have predominantly
Muslim populations, with political orders that often establish Islam as a state religion. Thus, laws
and legal institutions in many Arab states, even those with secularized leaders, privilege Islam and its
traditions.
Of course, most scholars of U.S. constitutional law would assert that the separation of church
and state in the United States is far from perfect or unproblematic and has often favored Christian
ideas.19 Ironically, as suggested above, the way in which religious inﬂuences have grounded the rule
of law in Arab countries has much in common with the United States. Nonetheless, the assumption
that Islam should inform the political and social order has caused and is likely to continue to cause
misunderstandings and diﬃculties for would-be U.S. political reformers in the region.
The extent to which Islam in general and the Sharia in particular should inform the rule of
law and what forms this should take is currently a complicated area of great debate and discussion
among Arab and non-Arab Muslim scholars. Adding to the complexity of this issue is the theoretical
contradiction between the Islamic ideal of siyyasa al-shari’a (the government of God’s law) and
siyadat al-qanun (the sovereignty of man-made law). The latter term, the general way in which the
Western idea of the rule of law is translated into Arabic, conveys with it a patina of illegitimacy to
some, although by no means all, Muslims.20
There is no obvious reason that the ideal political eﬀects of the rule of law of constraining
governmental abuse and providing procedural fairness are impossible to achieve in a society with
an established religion, so long as religious dissenters and minorities receive legal protection. Yet
understanding, navigating, and being sensitive to the ways that religion and politics are intertwined
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in most Arab societies is a daunting task for U.S. rule-of-law experts, and one that their own
socialization and training in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution is unlikely to facilitate.
This is especially the case because the ways in which Islamic norms and theory are used in Arab
politics are many and varied, often having in common only a shared rejection of the theoretical ideal
of a wall between religion and secular state.
Within the broad point that the Islamic legal tradition is bound up in contemporary Arab
reform, four trends can be identiﬁed, which I refer to as orthodox, conservative, reconstructionist,
and reform:
•

Orthodox: This tendency is what Americans often refer to as Islamic fundamentalism.
Corresponding no less to the Saudi Arabian government than to Al Qaeda and the
former Taliban regime, reformers within this category think of Islam in rather rigid
terms that embrace many of the social norms and practices of Islamic history, including
the subordination of women. Such a tendency can continue the historical practice of
authoritarian control, so long as a ruling government is enforcing a well-deﬁned tradition of
Islamic law.

•

Conservative: I use this term in its most obvious and literal sense, that of resisting change.
This tendency simply refers to a lack of strong interest in reforming the patchwork of Islamic,
colonial, and other laws out of comfort with or belief in the importance of maintaining the
status quo. Alexis de Tocqueville’s observation that lawyers in the United States tend to have
aﬃnities for order and power may be no less true for legal professionals in Arab societies, who
frequently see the major problem with their own legal systems as citizens’ lack of respect for
law, as opposed to issues about the accountability or eﬀectiveness of law itself.

•

Reconstructionist: Islamic jurisprudence has nearly always been characterized by a strong
tendency to reinterpret speciﬁc and important principles in a manner that addresses the
needs of a particular situation. Although the use of classical terminology often leads some
contemporary Islamic reconstructionists to be labeled as “fundamentalists,” the varied
Western and Arab proponents of this approach display a variety of exciting, articulate
approaches to reinventing, rather than reverting to, traditional practices based on the
relationship of Islam and society. The common point here is a belief that Islamic ideas with
historical resonance can be rethought to be compatible with analogues in Western and other
democratic theory. Inﬂuential theorists such as the Sudanese-American scholar Abdellahi AnNaim and the Syrian Mohammed Shahrur exemplify this approach.21

•

Reform: This tendency cautions against having too much faith in the prospects for
traditional Islamic political and legal theory to contain or embrace many core ideas in
contemporary Western or other democratic theory. Reﬂected in the work of the authors of
the Arab Human Development Reports, this posture is not a rejection of the importance of
Islamic identity or law per se. Rather, it is a preference, or at least a willingness, to articulate
theories of legal and political reform in terms translated directly from global usage such
as dimaqatriyya (democracy), huquq-el-insan (human rights), and siyadat al-qanun. This
tendency can be grounded in skepticism about the possibility of traditional Islamic terms to
adapt to modern political debates, a desire to avoid overburdening religious concepts with
excess contemporary meaning, or both.
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Given that all four of the diﬀerent trends above assume some connection between Islam and
the rule of law, it would be easy for American-trained lawyers who think of the religion-state link
as ideally one of separation to miss the important distinctions among them. As a general matter,
Western advocates of Arab legal change often favor ideas that fall within the “reform” category
above, while indigenous activists more typically ﬁt within the “reconstuctionist” and “orthodox”
trends. The U.S. government has often supported “conservatives” and has even aided “orthodox”
Arab governments and nonstate movements, most obviously in the respective cases of Saudi Arabia
and the Islamist militias who fought Soviet control of Afghanistan in the 1980s. Yet, if Western ruleof-law or other democratization specialists are unprepared for the extent to which and the diversity in
which indigenous Arab language of legal change is saturated with Islamic terminology, even within
the reform trend, their ability to see nuances and connect with actual legal change will be hobbled.
It is important to reiterate that the above four major diﬀerences between Arab and American
experiences with the rule of law do not preclude either that Arab governments can have more robust
legal checks or that many Arabs value the rule of law. My point is instead that the experiential
diﬀerences discussed above pose intellectual barriers for U.S. law specialists who seek to strengthen
the rule of law in the Middle East. Moreover, these diﬀerences raise some Arabs’ suspicions that
American lawyers are functioning in the manner of previous agents of Western foreign powers,
whose attractive political words concealed their complicity in imperial coercion.
In sum, U.S. and other Western rule-of-law experts face a variety of general and speciﬁc cognitive
handicaps in trying to bring legal reform to Arab societies. The diverse sources and systems of law,
the repressive legacy of colonialism, the lack of authority and tradition of judicial review, and the
connection of mosque and state are all features of the Middle Eastern legal landscape that hinder
easy access for lawyers whose primary grounding is in U.S. common law and politics. Furthermore,
a general wariness toward Western incursion alongside a particular negative reaction to U.S. foreign
policy since September 11, 2001, creates in many Arab quarters a particularly unreceptive current
environment for rule-of-law reformers with even the best of techniques and intentions.

WHAT U.S. RULE-OF-LAW REFORMERS DO IN ARAB COUNTRIES
I have argued above that there is a likely mismatch between the training of American lawyers in
general and the speciﬁc context for rule-of-law work in Arab countries, despite the importance of
the rule of law in both the United States and the Arab world. Compounding this are at least two
additional barriers to eﬀective U.S.-based rule-of-law assistance in the region. First, the general lack
of international and Middle Eastern expertise by many Americans in general and American lawyers
in particular makes it diﬃcult to ﬁnd knowledgeable and experienced specialists to staﬀ particular
programs. A second barrier is literal; as several Americans with rule-of-law mission experience have
mentioned to me, U.S. citizens’ concern for their safety in Arab countries often keeps them within
isolated quarters or compounds, thereby further decreasing their opportunities to develop a deep
understanding of the everyday realities of Arab societies.
Rule-of-law work is thus likely to be done by well-meaning Americans with limited detailed
knowledge of the people and legal systems which they hope to aid. This makes it tempting for
practitioners to carry assumptions based on their own national experiences into Arab contexts.
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Rule-of-law specialists are aware of this problem and of the general diﬃculty of resolving mismatches
between their experiences of law and the needs of Arab countries. Yet, these translation problems can
still be daunting and easy to underestimate.
In fact, it can be tough for American lawyers to realize how unusual (and not necessarily
portable) U.S. ideas and practices about law truly are. One experienced professional conveyed his
conviction that Arab judges found strange and irrelevant the extent to which rule-of-law programs
focused on teaching U.S. notions of intellectual property law and alternative dispute resolution,
neither of which seem to have much of anything to do with current questions of greatest import
in Middle Eastern courts or societies.22 Coupled with the lack of speciﬁc information as to what
supports the rule of law, and whether and how the rule of law encourages democracy, barriers to
knowledge and understanding in this area of foreign policy appear particularly challenging.
How have U.S. practitioners dealt with this challenging environment? In many respects, it is
too early to generalize, given that rule-of-law programs in Arab countries are in their early stages
of development. One clear conclusion is that U.S. rule-of-law work has so far been focused almost
exclusively on Arab judges and courts. This corresponds to the more general experience and eﬀorts to
analyze and apply the experience that U.S. development agencies have accrued in judicial reform in
parts of the world other than the Middle East.23
The slant of U.S. rule-of-law programs toward judiciaries is readily understandable for a number
of reasons. Judges are a small, elite subset of Arab societies, often with strong Western educational
training and language facility, making them easy collaborators for American lawyers. Judges’
work, in the form of case decisions, can often be monitored, quantiﬁed, and even read, meaning
that methods exist to measure program results, which is naturally important to development aid
administrators in Washington. The general nature of common law and the particular signiﬁcance
of judicial review in the United States may also predispose American lawyers and political ﬁgures to
conﬂate the rule of law and the primacy of judges.
Moreover, centering rule-of-law work on Arab judiciaries has a defensible rationale; a truly
independent judicial authority can indeed be a potent force for subordinating political oﬃcials
to law. Yet arguing that an established judiciary with signiﬁcant autonomy from other parts of
government helps laws trump rulers says nothing as to whether U.S. programs geared toward
judiciaries can actually lead to this goal in particular Arab contexts. It is diﬃcult in terms of both
theorizing and data collection to be sure about how judicial independence in a society is developed
and maintained.24 Because U.S. programs in the Arab region to date have most often emphasized
issues such as court administration and training judges in the application of commercial law, these
programs may not have any logical connection to political liberalization.25
In fact, there are grounds to suspect that U.S.-sponsored programs that are mostly limited
to Arab judiciaries might even work against the very goal of increasing judicial authority. Court
eﬃciency can be a tool of political centralization and repression, just as it can serve to protect people
against government excess. If little empirical research exists to suggest when U.S. technical assistance
to Arab judges might serve political liberalization, there are several logical reasons to suspect that
such work may be more likely to contribute to entrenching authoritarianism.
First, the level of political cooperation between Arab governmental entities and U.S. aid
contractors necessary to implement projects may subordinate U.S. rule-of-law work to the agendas of
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local political authorities, which have extensive experience at thwarting pressures for liberalization.
The entrenchment of illiberal political systems in Arab countries makes the problem of authoritarian
control especially signiﬁcant. As one expert told me, in democratizing contexts like Eastern Europe,
because of the potential for rapid integration with the West that has come along with economic and
political reforms, rule-of-law reformers have a much wider variety of carrots and sticks to use with
political actors than in the authoritarian setting of Arab countries.26
Second, in the context of widespread anti-American rhetoric in many Arab societies, judges
may not be particularly receptive to eﬀorts by U.S.-based legal professionals to train them. In fact,
judges may have little stake in broad political change or may see their judicial system as in need of
nothing more than modest gains in eﬃciency. Third, and as a consequence, both judges and U.S.
rule-of-law specialists may ﬁnd themselves identiﬁed more with unpopular political elites than with
forces within Arab societies striving for greater political autonomy. Even in Egypt, the Arab country
in which the principle and the practice of judicial review are the most developed,27 it is easy to see
courts as dependent on the government.28 When judges in a country such as Egypt do confront
the authoritarian leadership, they may limit their eﬀorts to legal issues and to strategies that do not
undermine the advantages they enjoy through a conciliatory attitude toward central power.29
Concerns about becoming embroiled in local politics are precisely why most U.S.-based rule-oflaw programs are conceived in technical terms that avoid political sensitivity. It is easy to argue that
narrowly focused work is most practical in the context of pervasive Arab political centralization and
vigilance. Yet it does not stand to reason that such work can foster judicial independence, which
seems to be the key hope for connecting rule-of-law work to democratization.
Because Arab governments have used and will continue to use their talent for the co-optation
of potential political opposition to consolidate their authority, eﬀorts to buttress the power of
the judiciary or the autonomy of law would seem most likely to succeed when they are linked to
nongovernmental or popular Arab social forces. Yet U.S. rule-of-law programs have not generally
taken this direction, and not merely because of concerns about politicization. In a ﬁeld in which
there are few data about results, donor organizations and U.S. governmental agencies expect rule-oflaw specialists to be able to demonstrate speciﬁc results. This means that programs on broad issues of
improving legal education, fostering social support for law, and building citizen knowledge of legal
protections are only a tiny piece of the U.S. rule-of-law industry; such programs are generally quite
unlikely to produce obvious or quick results.
Nonetheless, Arab lawyers and U.S. experts with whom I have spoken tend to agree that
programs geared toward civic and professional education are precisely what is needed to achieve
real progress on improving the rule of law, judicial independence, and democratization. Because
governments have the coercive capacity to repress courts, judicial independence is to some extent
dependent on acceptance by a signiﬁcant segment of a country’s population that citizens have rights,
as well as obligations, under law, and that judges can and should help citizens realize their rights.
The 2004 Arab Human Development Report stresses that local civic education in human rights is a
severely underdeveloped prerequisite for political freedom in Arab societies.30 Arab legal education
for the most part does not include critical analytical skills or broad thinking about justice; indeed,
most Arab university law faculties lack prestige, suﬃcient teaching and economic resources, and
pedagogical accountability to students.
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If Arab citizens and lawyers are taught that their legal system has little respectability and reliability,
then judges can ﬁnd few allies or pressures to challenge their subordination and the subordination
of law more generally to the authoritarian political systems in which they operate. Making courts
function more eﬃciently in such a context may serve to further centralize antidemocratic governments
and even increase Arabs’ cynicism about what the rule of law means in practice. In short, U.S.-based
rule-of-law programs in countries that are focused almost entirely on judicial eﬃciency at best have an
indeterminate eﬀect on Arab democratization and at worst can damage it.
Of course, this discussion is premised on the assumption that Washington means what it says
when it links the rule of law to democratization. Perhaps rule-of-law programs in Arab societies
really reﬂect the ambivalent cooperation of the United States with repressive regimes or the desire
of American lawyers to feel useful in the world. If so, then it is less signiﬁcant that neither empirical
data nor analytical logic support a link between the programs we have run and the prospects for
Arab laws to constrain leaders. However, if the point of U.S.-based rule-of-law programs is truly to
strengthen the authority, accountability, and autonomy of Arab law, then both the contours of Arab
debates about the rule of law and the context of enduring Arab authoritarianism must be central to
informing and shaping Washington’s eﬀorts.

REFORMING WHAT THE REFORMERS DO
One response to the formidable challenges to U.S.-based rule-of-law work in Arab countries is to
cede the terrain of reform to indigenous Arab activists and experts, who are best-suited to understand
their sociopolitical environments. Because U.S. foreign policy hubris and naïveté may have weakened
U.S. ability to inﬂuence certain types of change in the region, American humility and introspection
may prove to be the best strategy to foster legal reform in the long run.
Nonetheless, given that even prominent Arab reform specialists believe that foreign governments
can be useful, I do not contend that abandoning the possibility of a meaningful role for the United
States in Arab legal reform is a necessary conclusion from my analysis above.31 Working to improve
the prospects for legal systems to moderate governmental excess continues to be one possible way
of improving Arabs’ lives, and remains a potential channel for the real idealism and commitment
for this task that motivates the Americans involved in this work. The key to rule-of-law work in the
Middle East is the realization that it cannot get very far if it is decoupled from broader strategies
that address the repressive tendencies of authoritarian regimes in the region, along with the popular
perceptions of many Arabs that the U.S. government is complicit in this repression.
Explanations abound for why Arab governments consistently rank among the worst cases in the
world in their refusal to uphold their citizens’ political freedoms, human rights, and civil liberties.32
Part of the story is Washington’s understandable, if short-sighted, historical practice of preferring
governments in the Middle East that it might characterize as stable, even when stability comes at
the point of a gun. For example, Egypt, the second-largest recipient of U.S. foreign aid in almost
every year since the late 1970s, has used its funds to increase the coercive capacity of the unpopular
authoritarian leader Hosni Mubarak. Washington’s predilection for maintaining extant regimes has
generally outweighed its commitment to popular accountability and democratization. In fact, it may
be no accident that U.S. rule-of-law programs in Arab contexts have focused more on law as order
than on law as empowering citizens against unpopular leaders.
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However, the aftermath of the September 11 attacks against the United States has changed this
picture. Although the Bush administration continues to maintain close relations with autocratic
Arab regimes, President Bush is making the promotion of democracy in the Middle East one of the
rhetorical centerpieces of his foreign policy. And the administration has begun to exert diplomatic
pressure for political change against some Arab leaders, notably, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak,
and has launched new aid initiatives aimed at supporting political and other reforms in the region.
Washington’s new apparent emphasis on the problem of Arab authoritarianism is an opportunity to
rethink and reformulate U.S. rule-of-law programs in the Middle East.
The bad feelings that Arabs retain for the experience of Western imposition of laws and politics
on their societies should serve as a general caution that the United States cannot and should not
expect that it can create new legal orders in the Middle East. However, experienced rule-of-law
practitioners, who would doubtlessly share this general caution, can take other steps to help Arab
legal systems function more credibly. One obvious ﬁrst step is for reform eﬀorts to be more speciﬁc
about recognizing the common and contentious points discussed above with respect to the nature
and cultural reception of the law. Each Arab society’s own unique discourse on Islam and politics,
mixture of legal systems, and pattern of popular understanding of law and its relation to authority
need to be mapped with an eye to exactly how country-speciﬁc reform might be possible. Rule-oflaw specialists whom I interviewed would embrace this suggestion wholeheartedly; realizing this,
however, would require much more research and on-the-ground knowledge about the detailed
patterns of legal culture in individual Arab contexts, as well as data on how rule-of-law work
connects to particular rule-of-law ideals.
A second more challenging step is for rule-of-law reformers to tailor their eﬀorts to reﬂect
clearly that entrenched authoritarian practices are the major impediment to expanding the role that
legal norms and institutions can play in Arab political liberalization. Doing this is not necessarily
easy; it runs counter to the argument that rule-of-law work is most eﬀective when it is politically
uncontroversial and technical. Moreover, steering rule-of-law projects toward addressing broad
antidemocratic social patterns is less amenable to short-term assessment than focused, technocratic
initiatives. For this reason, such projects are not necessarily appealing to donor agencies.
Despite these concerns, I believe that rule-of-law work that aims to build a broad social
understanding of law oﬀers more potential to enhance legalism in Arab societies in the long run
than work geared mostly to the reform of judges and courts. Examples of projects that would ﬁt
this approach would include law school curriculum enhancement, funding of independent or
populist local media projects that provide independent information about law, and collaborations
with indigenous human rights movements. Programs such as these tend to require a longer-term
commitment and ongoing, relatively equal partnership on the part of U.S. specialists. Such programs
also are likely to expose U.S.-based practitioners to a wider range and deeper level of local knowledge
and contacts. This, in turn, has the potential to increase social trust of Washington-sponsored ruleof-law work among a more varied sample of Arabs than typical judicial reform programs, as well as to
increase the expertise of U.S. specialists. Given these advantages, it is not surprising that both Arab
lawyers and senior U.S. experts with whom I spoke agree that rule-of-law programs should attempt to
connect directly with a wider range of people than judges over a sustained period of time if possible.33
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Indeed, teaching Arab legal functionaries about management and specialized topics of law is
likely to be useful in genuinely broadening the impact of the rule of law only if the judges wish
to or have political space to decide cases or write opinions independent of governmental control.
However, strengthening the capacity of marginalized groups with liberalizing agendas to make
claims grounded in law that challenge the repressive excesses of Arab regimes may foster broader
respect for legal tools and ideas among Arab citizens. This is why grassroots programs to improve
legal education and popular legal knowledge are potentially at least as important as projects aimed at
judges and oﬃcials. The kinds of legal empowerment approaches that Stephen Golub has advocated
for the Asian context are very relevant for the Middle East as well.34
Of course, current Arab governments may be reluctant to endorse or facilitate rule-of-law projects
that foster real political liberalization. Nonetheless, legalism can only ﬂourish in postcolonial
Arab societies where there is widespread belief that it is genuine, rather than window dressing for
a repressive regime. Given this, if rule-of-law specialists are unable to gain Arab governmental
cooperation for work targeted toward broader popular support and respect for law, it may be
preferable for them to hold oﬀ on their eﬀorts. Programs that are limited to a narrow stratum of
judges and approved by autocratic oﬃcials may actually have the eﬀect of further isolating the
judiciary from sources of political support and, thereby, strengthening these autocrats’ political
control.
Even where a narrowly construed judicial reform project achieves some success, it can be partially
undermined by its dependence on the changing priorities of political elites. The World Bank team
responsible for developing discrete commercial courts in Morocco experienced this problem, leading
team leaders to assert the importance of identifying as early as possible a wide variety of local
stakeholders as a key lesson for future rule-of-law projects.35 The World Bank’s report from this
project thus implies what I am arguing directly—rule-of-law work in Arab societies should prioritize
ways to build diverse constituencies within a target country that have a stake in legalist reform.
A general approach to rule-of-law work in Arab countries that moves beyond court reform to
attempt to build broader social support for law should follow four operational principles:
1. Link to and build on Arab-led activities and initiatives;
2. Look for more multilateral program development opportunities, especially with European
groups that may have complementary experience and expertise;
3. Focus reform on issues or sectors that increase legal pressures for political accountability; and
4. Emphasize issues such as education, freedom of the press, and popular access to diverse,
international media and opinions that may be prerequisites, rather than obvious components,
of respect for the rule of law.
Successful examples exist of work that builds on these principles to improve social respect for
law and legal constraints on government. Arab human rights reform provides one interesting set of
case studies.36 As I have argued elsewhere, a variety of politicized groups in several Arab countries
in the 1980s and early 1990s found human rights activism particularly useful, because it manifested
the potential to chip away at state authoritarianism.37 More speciﬁcally, international human rights
activism in Morocco and Tunisia was able to link particularly well with local initiatives to the extent
that it seemed in tune with pressuring governments to liberalize politically.
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In Morocco, the ongoing synergy between rights activism and gradual political opening has
meant a continuation and diversiﬁcation of human rights politics. This culminated notably in
work that bridged the eﬀorts of international and indigenous women’s rights supporters to reform
the country’s mudawana (family code) in early 2004. The new mudawana encompasses the most
extensive set of changes of any Arab country to family law provisions that are anchored in Islamic
norms. The variety of Moroccans involved in this legal reform, in turn, has caused this issue to enjoy
a high proﬁle suﬃcient to encourage broader discussions in the news media on the importance of law
in society more generally.38
The 2003 release of prominent Egyptian sociologist Saad Eddin Ibrahim, who was imprisoned
in Egypt for his criticism of Hosni Mubarak’s government, is another notable example of the
involvement of a coalition of Arab and Western lawyers, intellectuals, and other activists on an issue
with potentially important implications for the rule of law. This coalition managed to get the Bush
administration to put high-level pressure on the Egyptian government, which in turn publicized
the extent to which the Mubarak regime’s trial and sentencing of an outspoken critic ﬂouted legalist
ideals, despite the existence of an eﬃcient court system and judicial review. Even though Ibrahim’s
release might appear to be a more modest accomplishment than the training of a cadre of judges in
Anglo-American jurisprudence, it serves the growth of the rule of law precisely because it highlights
the general manner in which a well-developed Arab legal system can nonetheless be subordinated
to authoritarian politics. Moreover, the case demonstrates that creative coalitions of activism can
produce cracks in the authoritarian barriers to the prospects for law to serve political liberalization.
My suggested strategic approach to rule-of-law work builds on four major points from this essay.
First, the rule of law as an ideal is relevant to and understandable within Arab societies. Second,
the legacy and endurance of authoritarianism in Arab countries engenders understandable cynicism
about governments’ and outsiders’ use of the term. Third, rule-of-law work cannot therefore be
decoupled from addressing the resilience of political elites who see law as serving rather than
constraining them. Fourth, the particular diﬀerences between the Arab and U.S. contexts for the
rule of law and the particular distrust which many Arabs have for the U.S. government require
circumspection, caution, and coalition with Arab activists if rule-of-law work is to have even a
modest hope of success.
This sketch of the broad contours of politics of rule-of-law work in contemporary Arab societies
and the conclusions that follow should not be read as an attack on U.S. specialists who believe in
the importance of strengthening the promise of equality, rights, and political accountability for
the betterment of Arabs in general. I am simply arguing something that is likely to be known by
the most experienced and proﬁcient of these activists—that a change of tactics, a scaling-down of
expectations, and a scaling-up of patience represent the best prospects to counteract the sustained
subjugation of law by some Arab leaders.
The above may sound like a bromide, yet calls for caution, cross-national cooperation, and
circumspection are essential in a U.S. policy environment where major initiatives like forced Iraqi
regime change are undertaken that may seem rushed or unsound in their long-term reasoning.
Echoing Tocqueville’s belief that American lawyers are less inclined than most Americans to political
rashness, I would like to think that the U.S.-based practitioners of rule-of-law projects in Arab
societies would allow this particular policy area to be characterized by diligence, deliberation, and
diplomacy, rather than unsubstantiated strategies that have little to do with regional realities.
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